In this paper we present a novel tractable method to compute reduced and aggregated distribution grid representations that provide an interface in the form of active and reactive power (PQ) capability areas for improving transmission service operator -distribution service operator (TSO-DSO) interactions. Based on a lossless linear power flow approximation we derive polyhedral sets to determine a reduced PQ operating region capturing all voltage magnitude and branch power flow constraints of the entire distribution grid. To demonstrate the usefulness of our method, we compare the capability area obtained from the polyhedral approximation with an area generated by multiple optimal power flow (OPF) solutions for different distribution grids. While the approximation errors are reasonable, especially for low voltage (LV) grids, the computational complexity to compute the PQ capability area can be significantly reduced with our proposed method.
Introduction
According to the ENTSO-E [1] TSOs and DSOs should establish a market for consumers to participate in ancillary services. This also includes voltage services. Nowadays, to enable a secure grid operation, the TSO determines a day-ahead voltage schedule for transmission nodes. Based on this schedule the participating generators need to adjust and provide their reactive power at delivery time and will be remunerated by the TSO [2] in Switzerland. DSOs can enter an active or a semi-active role as described in [2] . In these roles they get penalized if they do not operate their grid within a certain active (P) and reactive (Q) power tolerance band. Since in future also distribution grid units might contribute to provide voltage support for upper grid levels, there is a need to have a PQ capability area of the distribution grid describing the available flexibility for the TSO. Such area (managed and calculated by the DSO) could inform the TSO to which extent the participating units can provide reactive power in the same way as large generators entering an active voltage support role. The advantage of such reduced and aggregated distribution grid representations is three-fold. First, we can reduce the complexity for the TSO, since instead of all distribution grid constraints only a few constraints need to be considered by the TSO. Secondly, the data exchange between TSO and DSO is reduced and thirdly data privacy is ensured.
Related work and Contribution
The idea to represent a distribution grid as a PQ capability area is not novel, i.e. the author of [3] forms such capability regions by solving several optimal power flow (OPF) problems at given supporting points. In contrast to this, we developed a method that does not require the search of supporting points and the solutions of multiple OPF problems. Instead, we use linear power flow approximations [4] to compute a polytope that defines the PQ capability area, which reduces the computational complexity significantly. As another advantage, our formulation could be directly incorporated as linear constraints in OPF problems to represent distribution grids. In this way, it is also possible to represent distribution grids directly in market clearing problems. The contribution of this paper is two-fold. First, we derive a more detailed formulation of the standard Power Transfer Distribution Factors (PTDFs) that also captures the impact of nodal reactive powers. Second, we derive the polyhedral sets to compute the polytope for the PQ capability areas.
Method
We mainly use the linear power and branch flow approximation presented in [4] . Here, we summarize the main results, for full details see [4] . As an extension, we derive transfer distribution factors (TDFs) for voltage magnitudes (VTDF), angles (θTDF) and active /reactive power branch flows (PTDF) as a function of the nodal active and reactive power.
Linear Power Flow Approximation
As derived in [4] the lossless power flow approximation in a network with n b buses and n l branches is
where Y b ∈ C n b ×n b is the nodal admittance matrix and Y b ∈ C n b ×n b its adjusted version to correctly represent the power flow equations. p, q ∈ R n b ×1
are the nodal and reactive powers, v, θ ∈ R n b ×1 are the voltage magnitudes and angles.
To describe the impact of the powers on the voltage magnitudes and angles, we need to invert (1) as follows:
Since the full admittance matrix is in general rank-deficient, we need to delete the corresponding columns and rows associated with the slack bus meaning Y
To recover the original values of θ and v, we need to add the deleted slack bus voltage magnitude and angle v 0 , θ 0 ∈ R 1×1 to them.
Linear Branch Flow Approximation
In accordance with [4] and with the θTDF and VTDF matrix, we can express the branch flow active and reactive powers p f , q f ∈ R n l ×1 as
where Y f , Y f ∈ C n l ×n b −1 are the slack bus adjusted branch-from admittance matrices. Note that this extended PTDF matrix is a more detailed version of the standard PTDF matrix, since it also captures power flows influenced by the nodal reactive powers.
PQ Capability Area Mapping
The interface between the distribution and the transmission grid is the distribution feeder injection point connected to a transmission node. The nodal distribution powers p, q are mapped to the controllable aggregated feeder power P, Q as follows
where
are the distribution grid's active and reactive power demands and T is the matrix that distributes the aggregated powers (P Q) among the individual power setpoints of n g generators in the distribution grid. C g ∈ R n b −1×ng is the generator to bus mapping matrix and the GSK p,q ∈ R ng×1 are the generation shift keys (GSKs) for the active and reactive generator powers. For example, the GSKs could weight the distribution among the generators according to their maximum generation capability (p max , q max ∈ R ng×1 ) which can be stated as
Derivation of Polyhedral Sets
A polytope is a convex polyhedral set that can be described with linear inequalities [5] . Here, we express these linear constraints as a function of the active and reactive power (P,Q) flowing through one of the distribution grid feeders, such that the resulting PQ capability area can be shown as a polygon. Only the binding inequalities form the polygon. In this way the original number of constraints is reduced. Note that without any restriction this method can be expanded to more dimensions. This would be the case if more feeders of a distribution grid are connected to several nodes of the transmission grid.
Polyhedral Generator Constraints
The generator constraints form the following rectangle
where p min , q min are the minimum generation capabilities in terms of active and reactive power.
Polyhedral Voltage Constraints
The voltage magnitudes v should be in the range of the minimum and maximum voltage magnitudes v min , v max . This is achieved by inserting (4) into (2) and bounding v within v min , v max , such that the associated constraint set is given as follows
Polyhedral Branch Flow Constraints
As derived in [4] we can approximate the circular operating area of the apparent line powers s with polygons. Here, their constructions are expressed in matrix form as
where A q defines the line segments of the polygon. By inserting (3) into (9), we can formulate the linear inequalities as follows
Results
We present the results for four different distribution grids ranging from low voltage to medium and high voltage networks. To compute and plot the polyhedral sets, we use the MPT toolbox [6] . For the validation, we compute a sequence of optimal power flow (OPF) problems by fixing the aggregated active power P and gradually increasing it from 1 T p min to 1 T p max , while fixing the active powers of the distribution grid units with the GSK p . At every iteration, we formulate Q as a decision variable and set a cost associated with Q to utilize the full reactive power potential. In addition, we include linear constraints to the OPF problems that couple Q with the reactive powers of the distribution grid units by using the GSK q . We need to scan in two directions +Q, −Q. For the upper direction, we set a negative cost on Q, while for the lower one, we set a positive cost on Q. In total, we solve 200 OPF problems to track and compose the complete PQ capability area.
As an example of results, we calculate and plot PQ capability areas (Fig. 1 ) for the CIGRE LV grid (Fig. 1a) and the CIGRE MV grid (Fig. 1b) under a given loading. On the left plots, the red polygon defines the operating region for the distribution grid feeder, in which the voltage of the distribution grid at all nodes stays between v min and v max and is represented by (8) . The deep blue region is associated with the branch flow constraints (10) and is mainly limited by the transformer rating of the distribution grids. The light blue rectangle represents the generator constraints (7). On the right plots, the resulting PQ area combining constraints (7), (8) , and (10) is shown labeled with polyhedral Table 1 Results for different distribution grids.
Grid
Buses Error Fill Factor Computing Time (sec) (-) (%) (%) polyhedral OPF CIGRE LV [7] 19 0.47 92.2 0.07 9.32 CIGRE MV [7] 18 0.04 81.2 0.08 7.59 oberrhein [8] 184 4 set. We show two areas obtained from the OPF solutions. The admissible PQ area defines the aggregated PQ setpoints of all distribution grid generators. It can be regarded as the generation potential that can be activated by the TSO without violating any distribution grid constraint. The resulting PQ area is the accessible power at the feeder covering the active and reactive power losses. The admissible PQ area in Fig. 1a matches quite well with the resulting one, while in Fig. 1b the areas are shifted in the Q direction. This shift is mainly caused by the reactive power losses of the transformer. However, the admissible area, which is of more interest, still matches quite well with the polyhedron.
Accuracy
To validate the accuracy of our approach, we introduce the following performance indicators. To define the approximation error, we intersect the admissible PQ area (A admiss ) and the polyhedral PQ capability area (A poly ). The error is defined as follows:
In addition, we define the fill factor, which is a measure of which extent the polyhedral area covers the admissible area, defined as follows: Table 1 lists the results on the accuracy. We find that the approximation errors are low except for the oberrhein grid. The higher error can be explained that this grid has high branch charging susceptances that cannot be compensated with the reactive power losses in our approach. Thus, this leads to a small shift of the polyhedral set in postive Q direction. The fill factors are high except for the grid from the utility for Zurich. It can be anticipated that for this HV grid, the linear lossless approximation is not as good as for distribution grids, since the errors on the voltage magnitudes increase due to higher reactive power losses caused by a higher X/R ratio.
Complexity
The plot in Fig. 2 shows the computational times listed in Table 1 in semilogarithmic scale as a function of the number of buses for computing the polyhedral sets and the OPF solutions. We also compute their semi-logarithmic regressions. The slope of the polyhedral approach is much lower than of the OPF approach and is faster by a factor of 500 at 400 buses. Moreover, the OPF approach would be clearly intractable for higher dimensions, since the number of OPF calculations explodes exponentially with the number of distribution grid feeders.
Conclusion
In this paper we have presented a novel tractable method to compute a reduced and aggregated representation of distribution grids. We derive polyhedral sets based on an existing linear lossless power flow approximation to obtain a PQ capability area, in which all distribution grid constraints are satisfied. The PQ capability area is accessible at the distribution grid feeder, representing the interface between the TSO and DSO, and denotes the available flexibility for the TSO. Since we use a lossless power flow approximation, we observe a small shift of the approximated PQ area in the active power P direction to the resulting PQ area, while for MV/HV networks this shift is more pronounced in the reactive power Q direction. This can be explained by the fact that in MV/HV networks the reactive power losses are predominant and cannot be captured by the approximation. However, the admissible PQ areas match well for all grids and these are of more interest for the TSO, since those reflect the generation potential that can be activated from the distribution grid. Future work will focus on extending this work by including more distribution grid feeders in the transmission network and transformer tap ratio or phase shifting control. This would introduce more dimensions and require the computation of polytopes.
